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Model-Driven Development (MDD) is a software development approah thatadvoates the use of models as the main software artifats. MDD aims to dealwith software omplexity by o�ering means to speify software on di�erent ab-stration levels using modeling languages at the level of, e.g., requirements anal-ysis, arhiteture, design and implementation. Transformation tehniques anbe applied to failitate the generation of models at a lower level of abstra-tion (adding detail), as well as the merging of models (omposing models). Forinstane, (semi-)automati soure ode generation for multiple tehnology plat-forms beomes feasible.Aspet-oriented modeling (AOM) ombines ideas from AOSD and MDD bymodeling parts of a omplete solution and bringing them bak together. This anlead to the advantage that one an use the optimal domain-spei� (modeling)language for eah of the onerns involved. Merging the separately designedonern models an be based on either one of two alternative approahes:� The onern models an be translated towards a general purpose aspet-oriented platform where the platform merges the models.� The onern models an be merged at the model level using MDD teh-niques. The generation of platform spei� models (ode) an start from theintegrated model.One may wonder whether its is better to generate ode for state-of-the-art objet-oriented platforms, or ode for a general-purpose aspet-oriented platform. Wewill disuss this matter further in the paper.In this paper we study and evaluate whether state-of-the-art MDD teh-nologies an enable AOM as skethed above. By MDD tehnologies we meanthe set of available standards (UML, XML, MOFSript, et.) and tools (Mag-iDraw, Elipse, et.). We have performed a realisti ase study in whih wehave extended a domain spei� model and aspet-language for an essential partof seurity namely, aess ontrol. We have prototyped a model transformatorin MOFSript that omposes the seurity model with an existing appliationmodel. The key questions that have been addressed are:� Can pratial MDD tehnologies enable the omposition of models (on-erns) at a higher level of abstration?� What kind of prodution ode an be generated, and what is the value ofAOP ode in this ontext?� What are the main hallenges to make this kind of approah more pratial?The paper is strutured as follows. In setion 2, we will brie�y present earlierwork on ontext-based aess ontrol. We will desribe an overseeable ase studythat further motivates this work in setion 3. A model-driven approah andtransformations will be presented in setion 4. We evaluate the results in thelight of the three key questions in setion 5 and we present the related work insetion 6. Finally, we onlude and outline our future work.



2 Seurity BakgroundMany real world appliations need to obey an aess ontrol poliy in orderto be deployed in pratie. In general terms, suh a poliy would provide rulesthat express under whih irumstanes a subjet is allowed to perform er-tain ations on the resoures that are managed by the appliation. In pratie,realisti poliy rules typially rely on extra ontext information from the appli-ation state or the appliation environment. Obviously, suh a poliy needs to bemodeled and expressed using an expressive language whih enables taking intoaount appliation state. Moreover in the ontext of a large organization oftenone single organization-wide poliy needs to be enfored uniformly in variousappliations that are deployed within the organization. Although the expressionof seurity poliies is a hallenge on its own, pratial and more or less de fatostandard languages exist. It is atually relatively straightforward to speify basipoliies using a domain-spei� seurity poliy language, suh as XACML [2℄.However, this approah su�ers from several drawbaks. The delimitation of theresponsibilities between the seurity o�er, who manages the poliy entrally,and the deployment manager of a spei� appliation, who applies the aessontrol poliy by enforing it to a spei� appliation, is poorly supported. Aseah appliation within an organization may use di�erent onepts, the sameseurity poliy may need to be spei�ed for eah appliation individually. Theapproah will render it hard to manage the poliy entrally, espeially if thispoliy is subjet to frequent hanges.Verhanneman et al [9℄ propose a solution whih takles some of these draw-baks. Their approah allows the spei�ation of expressive ontext-based poli-ies whih an be uniformly enfored in eah appliation. The solution introduestwo onepts that improve the support for the separation of onerns priniple.An aess interfae abstrats from appliation-spei� details by inludingonly information that is relevant for aess ontrol. It onsists of a number ofobjet interfaes whih delare the available resoures and a number of sub-jet interfaes whih delare the available subjet roles. Both interfaes delareinformation that the poliy may need, in the form of a number of attributedelarations. In addition, an objet interfae delares semanti ations. Thesesemanti ations abstrat syntati ations and represent the seurity sensitiveoperations to whih poliies apply.The deployment manager, who provides the appliation logi, should bindthe aess interfae to eah appliation by means of an appliation-spei� viewonnetor. This view onnetor� spei�es the mapping between appliation objets and seurity objets orsubjets,� determines how to ompute the neessary attributes (ontext information)related to the relevant seurity objets and subjets, and� identi�es all seurity sensitive operations, and maps them to orrespondingsemanti ations in the objet interfae.



The approah does not put any onstraints on the hoie of the authorizationengine. Thus, the aess ontrol aspet an be onstruted by aggregating threetypes of entities: a third-party authorization engine, an aess interfae, and theview onnetors. Reall that eah view onnetor binds the aess interfae to apartiular appliation (see Fig. 1).

Fig. 1. Aess ontrol servieThe view onnetor triggers an aess ontrol hek eah time an appliationevent ours that is annotated as a semanti ation in the aess interfae. Con-versely, the authorization engine an query the view onnetor through the aessinterfae to retrieve required objet and subjet attributes. The authorizationengine then evaluates whether an aess request onforms to the poliy.In the work published by Verhanneman a prototype implementation of thisapproah has been developed for the CaesarJ platform [3℄. The implementationuses a ustom poliy language and authorization engine and is fairly omplexand error-prone. Therefore, instead of a pure AOP implementation, an AOMapproah is desired to master this inherent omplexity. In addition, models willprovide a ertain platform-independene and better ode quality.In the next setion, we present a ase study, whih illustrates the oneptsdesribed in this setion.3 A Simple Case StudyThis setion presents a alendar appliation, and illustrates the onepts of anaess interfae and view onnetor. The alendar system lets users book ap-pointment entries (Fig. 2). Entries an be singular or repetitive. A alendarentry involves partiipants and resoures (rooms, projetors, et.). The alen-dar system has three main ators: alendar owner, seretary and employee. TheUML diagram in Fig. 3 shows the aess interfae for the alendar system.Reall that an aess interfae provides an abstration layer that re�ets onlyinformation relevant for aess ontrol. We introdue Calendar and Resoure
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1 Fig. 3. Aess Interfaeas seurity objets having the set of all possible ations that seurity subjetsan invoke on them. Employee, Seretary and CalendarOwner are the relevantseurity subjets. The seurity attributes whih provide ontext information arealendarOwner and se, whih are impliitly present as navigable assoiations.In order to reate a mapping between these two onerns we speify the viewonnetor a snippet of whih is shown on �g. 4.resoure mapping appliation.Calendar aessinterfae.CalendarObjetation mapping getAllEntries showEntriesnewContinualEntry newContinualEntry... ...attribute omputation Calendar.getOwner() alendarOwnerFig. 4. View ConnetorA alendar owner is an employee who an reate, edit and delete singular andrepetitive entries. A alendar owner's seretary an reate only singular entriesand edit existing entries in the owner's alendar. All employees an aess theinformation in a alendar, but are not allowed to introdue any hanges. Fig. 5shows the �rst part of the last rule expressed in XACML.In the next setion we will show how we an use MDD tehniques to bringthis approah to a modeling level. Soure ode is then generated automatiallyfrom the spei�ed models.



<Target><Subjets> <AnySubjet/> </Subjets><Resoures><Resoure><ResoureMath MathId="urn:oasis:names:t:xaml:1.0:funtion:string-equal"><AttributeValue DataType="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLShema#string">Calendar</AttributeValue><ResoureAttributeDesignator DataType="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLShema#string"AttributeId="urn:oasis:names:t:xaml:1.0:resoure:resoure-id"/></ResoureMath></Resoure></Resoures><Ations><Ation><AtionMath MathId="urn:oasis:names:t:xaml:1.0:funtion:string-equal"><AttributeValue DataType="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLShema#string">showEntries</AttributeValue><AtionAttributeDesignator DataType="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLShema#string"AttributeId="urn:oasis:names:t:xaml:1.0:ation:ation-id"/></AtionMath></Ation></Ations></Target> Fig. 5. Aess ontrol poliy4 Model-Driven ApproahThis setion de�nes an MDD proess whih has been used to develop the asestudy presented in the previous setion. Also, we shortly disuss the CaesarJand Java generation engines.4.1 ModelingThe �rst step to bring the Aess Interfae/View Connetor approah towards anMDD proess is by hoosing a suitable framework representing all the neessaryinformation on a modeling level. We will shortly disuss how eah onept of thesolution is modeled.Appliation Business Logi Aspet Clearly the best way to represent theappliation logi is by using UML2 and known modeling tehniques. This hasalready been done in the previous setion (see Fig. 2).Aess Control Aspet The aess interfae, a third party authorization en-gine and a set of aess ontrol poliies represents the aess ontrol aspet ofthe alendar system. We believe that the UML2 representation of the aess in-terfae from �gure 3 is suitable for the MDD framework. We have hosen to usethe XACML poliy language along with Sun's implementation of the XACMLauthorization engine [6℄.View Connetor Given the two aspets of a system, we would like to expressthem in separate models and weave them afterwards. We an leverage on theonept of a view onnetor, however we need a systemati approah to representit on a modeling level.We represent the view ontroller as a non-self-ontained model that referenesthe appliation and aess interfae models using UML dependenies. We have



reated a simple UML pro�le in order to assign di�erent semanti meanings tothe dependenies by stereotyping them. The spei�ation of a view ontrolleronsists of three parts, whih we disuss separately.1. Map appliation objets to seurity objets and subjets:Mapping appliation objets to seurity objets and subjets is done by usingUML dependenies marked with the ≪map_objet≫ and ≪map_subjet≫stereotypes respetively.2. Map operations to semanti ations:Mapping of operations to semanti ations is realized by UML dependeniesmarked with the ≪map_ation≫ stereotype.3. Determine attribute omputation for seurity objets and subjets:We onsider the attribute omputation as a mapping as well and represent itby using UML dependeny marked with the ≪map_attribute≫ stereotype.In ase a more omplex omputation is neessary, the approah requires thatthe omputation is enapsulated within a helper method, and the seurityattribute is mapped to that method.This set of mappings is less expressive ompared to a programming language suhas CaesarJ. However, we believe that in most ases this set will be su�ient. Wehave performed these three mapping steps on the alendar system (see Fig. 6).As the ase study is relatively simple, most of the mappings are obvious. Notiethat more than one onept from the appliation model an map to a singleonept from the aess interfae (e.g. both Entity and Calendar lasses map tothe same Calendar objet). The dependenies resulting from the third step arealendarOwner mapping to owner, and se mapping to seretary. Some of thedependenies and stereotypes are not shown for readability purposes.
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4.2 Transformation and Code GenerationGiven the UML2 models of the two aspets and their binding information, wehave developed model-to-ode transformators for two target platforms: CaesarJand Java. Both transformators are implemented in MOFSript [5℄, whih takesas an input the UML2 models using the Elipse Modeling Framework. Given theinput models with a de�ned semantis it is relatively straightforward to writea transformator. Currently only lass models are used in the transformators.Behavioral models should be implemented manually in the soure.CaesarJ Transformator The implementation of the CaesarJ transformator isstraightforward. The appliation model is transformed to pure Java soure ode.The aess interfae and the view onnetor are transformed to CaesarJ spei�soure. The CaesarJ platform weaves the three onerns at byte-ode level. Wehave used the around advie onstrut that in ase of a suessful authoriza-tion the original method proeeds with its exeution; otherwise an exeption isthrown. A more detailed desription of the CaesarJ ode an be found in [8℄.Java Transformator Notie that the input UML2 models impliitly ontain in-formation about all the pointuts and advie. Dependenies marked with the
≪map_ation≫ stereotype denote the mapping of operations to semanti a-tions. These are preisely the plaes where the exeution of the appliation shouldbe stopped and direted to the authorization engine in order to perform an a-ess ontrol. Hene we an also perform the ombination on a modeling level byinjeting the aess ontrol heks just before the exeution of a seurity spei�operation using an if-then-else onstrut. In theory we an produe the ombinedwoven model before generating Java ode. However in pratie, we skip this step,sine it is easier to generate Java diretly from the input models.5 EvaluationWe have shown in this small ase study that existing state-of-the-art MDDtehnologies an enable the omposition of a primary appliation model with adomain-spei� model of aess ontrol. The presented MDD approah is ur-rently limited to solely addressing the seurity (sub)onern.We have developed two model transformators that generate ode for aspet-oriented and for objet-oriented platforms. The CaesarJ transformator generatessoure ode idential to the prototype implementation provided in [8℄. The be-havior of the appliation ore should be manually enrihed diretly in the soureode. The Java transformator generates soure ode equivalent to that of theCaesarJ platform. All seurity spei� onerns are fully automatially gener-ated. The behavior of the appliation model should be manually enrihed diretlyin the soure ode for both transformators.Based on our ase study we have obtained equivalent soure ode. We haveobserved that the CaesarJ platform is still somewhat bene�ial over the Javaplatform. The transformator for the AO platform is muh more simple as it



transforms eah of the onerns to a separate module, and leaves the weaving tothe platform. Given the strutural models we only generate skeleton ode andleave the implementation of the behavior to the programmer. An AO platformseparates the appliation ore from the seurity onern, hene the AO soureode is better strutured and easier to maintain. In addition, onsider the se-nario when only the aess interfae or the appliation model hanges. Giventhat AO platforms keep the onerns separated also in the ode, we will need toregenerate only the soure ode for the modi�ed model. However, AO platformsare relatively new and less stable. Moreover, the soure ontains ontrol �owswithes at the pointuts to the advies whih perform the aess ontrol.The Java platform is more established and Java soure ode provides a betterview of the thread of exeution. However the Java transformator has to performthe weaving of the models, whih makes the transformator more omplex. Thegenerated woven ode is less strutured and harder to maintain. In ase only theaess interfae or the appliation ore hanges, we will need to regenerate andreompile the whole soure ode.One of the main hallenges of our approah is salability: aspets suh asreliability and distribution will need domain spei� models. For eah of thosedisiplines, one needs domain spei� expertise that provides tehniques andonepts similar to the aess interfae/view onnetor solution. One also needsa dediated MDD transformator for eah aspet and platform. In this ontext,an AO platform will be even more bene�ial as its transformator will be simplerand faster to write. Finally, we did not yet explore the potential of dynamiweaving of the CaesarJ platform.6 Related WorkCottenier et al. [7℄ de�ne an approah that weaves behavioral aspet modelswith the ore of the system. Crossutting behavior is designed with plain SDLstateharts from a perspetive that is de�ned by lightweight extensions to theSDL and UML metamodels. A onnetor metamodel de�nes the struture of theaspet-to-ore binding de�nition. Finally, a weaver behavioral metamodel de�nesomposition primitives for speifying weaving strategies. The work de�nes atranslationisti approah, whih advoates a preise modeling of all aspets ofthe appliation inluding the tehnial implementation details. Our frameworkbelongs to an elaborationisti approah, where only stati struture is modeledand some ode is generated. The rest of the ode is manually enrihed.Reddy et al. [10℄ present an approah for omposing aspet-oriented designlass models, where eah aspet model desribes a feature that rossuts elementsin the primary model. Aspet and primary models are omposed to obtain anintegrated design view.Clarke et al. [1℄ proposes a UML design model that enompasses di�erentseparation-of-onern tehniques. A Theme represents a modularized view of aonern in the system. It allows a developer to model features and aspets of asystem, and speify how they should be ombined.



In ontrast to these works, our approah is less generi as it enompassesonly one aspet of a system. Moreover, we do not expliitly model the weavingstrategy, but embed it in the transformator. Our approah de�nes an elaboratedproess though, whih allows starting from high-level requirements (poliies) toobtain a semi-automatially generated soure ode framework.7 Conlusions and Future WorkIn this paper we have evaluated an approah to apply state-of-the-art MDDtehnologies in the ontext of AOM. We have studied an AO solution that mod-ularizes the enforement of appliation-spei� aess ontrol poliies. We havedetermined that MDD tehnologies an enable the given solution. However, weare aware that the approah an only sale to other aspets if the related modelsan be managed by a lightweight transformation. In addition, we have arguedthat even though it is possible to weave the aspets on a modeling level webelieve that AO platforms still o�er ertain advantages over the OO platforms.In the future, we plan to provide metris for a true omparison of the AO andOO solutions. Moreover we will investigate how the dynami weaving propertiesof AO platforms an ontribute. In addition, we will investigate the salabilityof our approah, realizing other onerns.Referenes1. E. Baniassad, S. Clarke. Aspet-Oriented Analysis and Design: The Theme Ap-proah. Addison-Wesley, 2005.2. Organization for the Advanement of Strutured Information Standards. Corespei�ation: Extensible aess ontrol markup language (XACML) v2.0. Mis.3. M. Mezini K. Ostermann I. Arai, V. Gasiunas. An overview of CaesarJ. InTransations on Aspet-Oriented Software Development, pages 135�173, 2006.4. R. E. Filman, T. Elrad, S. Clarke, M. Aksit. Aspet-Oriented Software Develop-ment. Addison-Wesley, 2004.5. SINTEF. Mofsript. http://modelbased.net/mofsript/.6. SUN. XACML implementation. http://sunxaml.soureforge.net/.7. T. Elrad T. Cottenier, A. van den Berg. Modeling aspet-oriented ompositions.In Proeedings of the Satellite Events at the 8th International Conferene on ModelDriven Engineering Languages and Systems, Montego Bay, Jamaia, 2005.8. T. Verhanneman, F. Piessens, B. De Win, E. Truyen, W. Joosen. A modular aessontrol servie for supporting appliation-spei� poliies. IEEE DSO, 2006.9. T. Verhanneman, F. Piessens, B. De Win, W. Joosen. Uniform appliation-levelaess ontrol enforement of organizationwide poliies. In 21st Annual ComputerSeurity Appliations Conferene, 2005.10. Y. R. Reddy, S. Ghosh, R. B. Frane, G. Straw, J.M. Bieman, N. MEahen, E.Song, G. Georg. Diretives for omposing aspet-oriented design lass models. InLNCS 3880, p 75-105, Springer-Verlag, 2006.


